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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit and examine the command used to create the
ZONEDATA table. The table contains a million rows for zonewise
analysis in the DSS system. DML operations are performed very

rarely on the table. You decide to prepare an index on the ZONE
column to enhance the performance of the queries on the ZONE
column.
Which type of index would you select in this scenario?
Exhibit:
A. Reverse key index
B. Normal BTree index
C. Bitmap index
D. Functionbased index
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements are true for a configuration that
consists of Duplicated S8800 main servers with a duplicated
port network and is a survivable core? (Choose three)
A. All Clam media and Medpro cards must be in a one subnet
B. Hardware Duplication exists between the two main S8800
servers.
C. The two main servers have duplication IPSls
D. The main servers share a single control network
E. Software duplication exists between the two main S8800
servers.
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is an accurate statement about VLANs and VSANs in an FCoE
environment with an existing FC SAN?
A. VLANs configured for VSANs must carry regular LAN traffic
B. A minimum of four VLANs must be created to isolate VSAN
traffic
C. A dedicated VLAN must be configured for each VSAN
D. Default VLAN must map to all VSANs defined in the FCoE
switch
Answer: C
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